
Personalised Aprons with Logo for Bars and Restaurants

Among the most popular promotional products and corporate gifts we �nd accessories useful

to a speci�c activity. There are several examples of this trend, but the most popular refers to

the catering �eld. Chopping boards, kitchen utensils and accessories, chef hats and bar items

are all essential for working in the kitchen. Plus, they can all become exceptional promotional

products if customised properly. And the most popular kitchen accessories are our

personalised aprons with logo.

A true must-have in restaurants and bars, personalised kitchen aprons with pockets are

suitable for all catering contexts and not only. They are useful to anyone who is in the kitchen,

so they are impressive corporate gifts for customers and employees as well. Plus, they can be

personalised in di�erent ways. No surprise then

that our custom aprons with logo become the

�rst choice for many brands. Whether they are

meant for your hotel team or for customers who

buy a product, embroidered personalised aprons

are always a success, for the usefulness and

promotional impact they prove to have.

Corporate Gifts for Bars and

Restaurants: A Brief Introduction to

Personalised Aprons with Logo

The world of custom kitchen accessories is very

wide and includes promotional products of

various kinds. From promotional kitchen utensils

to custom kitchen scales, any tool that comes in

handy when you are cooking falls into this

category. Even more important is the fact that

each of these items can become a full-�edged

promotional product. And as such, it can be used

in your restaurant or given to customers as

corporate gift at special events.

Among the various promotional gifts,

personalised aprons with logo are ideal for sponsoring a brand. The reasons for this are many.

First, they are comfortable and practical to wear. Secondly, they have an excellent

communicative impact, as they put the logo or any printed or embroidered writing on it in

plain sight. Above all, embroidered personalised aprons are essential corporate gifts for any

professional-style restaurant or bar, because they are necessary for work on the one hand

and unique on the other. They are used to ensure maximum hygiene both in the kitchen – just

like personalised chopping boards – and in the dining room. But they also give a great image

of your place. If the restaurant sta� always wears custom aprons with logo, the customers will

think that the brand pays the utmost attention to the quality of service.

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/kitchen-accessories
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/kitchen-accessories/kitchen-utensils-cutlery
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/kitchen-accessories/custom-kitchen-scales
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/kitchen-accessories/cutting-boards


This is where personalised kitchen aprons with pockets stand out as unique and sensational

promotional products. They combine utility and communicative power, practicality in work

and marketing. Team members need them to comfortably perform their tasks, while

customers need them to recognise the brand at a glance.

Promoting the Name of Your Restaurant with Personalised Aprons with

Logo

In the catering world, personalised aprons are part of workwear. Adopting them as a uniform

will make the sta� well recognisable and cohesive, nurturing the spirit of collaboration and

belonging. In a nutshell, the sta� will be a real team and, above all, will appear as such. So,

personalised kitchen aprons with pockets give the idea of a close-knit and reliable brand,

arousing positive feelings in anyone who sets foot in your bar.

Moreover, distributing custom aprons with logo to your work team means allowing customers

to immediately recognise the sta� of your restaurant or bar. In this way, they will easily

understand who to turn to when they have to order or ask for information. As a result, the

experience in your place will be smooth and satisfying, and your brand will look professional

and with a keen eye for detail. For this reason, your personalised aprons must be unique and

the logo clearly visible.

Another advantage of using personalised kitchen aprons as corporate gifts is the large printing

area available. This allows you to apply any image or text you wish, ensuring your logo and

name maximum visibility. The print or embroidery will always be in plain sight and can be

seen even from a distance. The size of the area o�ers greater freedom in choosing the

dimensions of the logo or text to be reproduced as well. In short, you can be as creative as you

wish in making your printed

or embroidered personalised

aprons with logo!

Custom Aprons with Logo:

An Ideal Gift for Your

Customers

Personalised aprons with

logo or name are a great gift

idea as well. Distributing

them during an event as

promotional products can

have multiple positive

e�ects.  First of all, you can

count on the undisputed

usefulness that these kitchen

accessories have at home. Everyone will bene�t from using their custom apron while

preparing lunch or dinner.

And what about when you have guests at home? A cook who shows up with a personalised

apron to friends and family will look professional and arouse admiration. All this can easily



make your gift one of your customers' favourite accessories. Not to mention that, if they wear

it in the presence of guests, they will advertise your brand.

Making Personalised Aprons with Logo: Some Ideas to Make a Simple

Accessory Representative

Regardless of how you plan to use your printed or embroidered personalised aprons, the way

in which the logo and any other elements are applied will signi�cantly a�ect the success of

your promotional products. Choosing the right technique, �nding the best size and selecting

the right colour pattern are all details that can make a di�erence in how your personalised

kitchen aprons will �nally look. Before going on with testing your logo and name, however,

you should look for the best model of custom aprons with logo.

Find Your Way in the Variety of Personalised Kitchen Aprons: Design and Material

The selection of custom aprons is more varied than you might think. We see personalised

kitchen aprons as well as custom bar aprons, which di�er in shape. The former usually cover

the whole body, while the latter tie at the waist leaving the torso uncovered. Personalised

kitchen aprons are a must-have for whoever works in the kitchen, but they can be used by

waiters and bartenders as well. Custom bar aprons, on the other hand, are perfect for

bartenders behind the bar counter, because they look very elegant.

Then you can make your personalised aprons with logo for children. These models are

perfect as gifts for young cooks, for instance if they attend a cooking class. However, they are

excellent gift ideas for kids who love cooking within their house walls, too. 

The material is another factor to pay attention to. It is decisive for the customisation and

aesthetic rendering of your corporate gifts. On our website you will �nd mainly three options:

Personalised aprons in non-woven, which are soft to the touch and available in di�erent

colours;

Custom aprons composed of a blend of cotton and polyester. These models too can be

widely customised as for the base colour;

100% cotton personalised aprons. They represent an eco-friendly alternative and look

elegant and �ne.

If you are looking for an extremely comfortable model, have a look at our personalised

kitchen aprons with pockets. This little extra can be incredibly useful. Think for instance of a

waiter or a bartender, who will �nd utterly helpful to always have their work tools with them. It

is no coincidence that this option is often found in models of custom bar aprons. It is

convenient and practical and can greatly improve the work experience of your sta�. Waiters,

for instance, can store the notepad or handheld they use to take orders, so they always have it

at hand to serve the customer as soon as possible.

Embroidered Personalised Aprons: A Classy Technique That Feels Like Home!

Besides the type of custom aprons with logo, our selection varies by colour as well. You can

then choose the personalised apron you prefer based on the brand's palette, the event you



attend with your sta� or the

image you want to give of

your company - in case your

embroidered personalised

aprons are meant to become

corporate gifts to be o�ered

to your customers.

The background colour is

important because it can

highlight the logo and the

name of the restaurant on

your personalised kitchen

aprons with pockets. As for

the type of technique to be

applied, however, you should

consider the material and the

aesthetic performance. A digital print will be perfect for reproducing colours as well as more

complex logos or images. Embroidery, on the other hand, is the technique preferred by many

for the elegant but at the same time familiar result it produces.

Embroidered personalised aprons with logo and name of the restaurant will be the �agship

of your business. They look like the aprons our grandmothers used to embroider. So, they

recreate in no time a homely atmosphere that makes everyone feel comfortable and

pampered. If the lounge of your bar or restaurant is set up to feel like home - for instance with

personalised mugs - creating embroidered personalised aprons can be the icing on the cake.

Your customers, surrounded by domestic warmth and served by a sta� that recalls tradition,

will be able to �nd a new hearth in your restaurant where they can taste your specialties.

Kitchen Accessories for a Unique Look: Personalised Kitchen aprons and

Other Must-Have Accessories in Your Restaurant

Since they will be worn by your sta�, personalised aprons help create the atmosphere of your

restaurant or bar. This is why it is important to carefully choose your custom aprons with

logo and think about an e�ective and meaningful print for the brand. However, it is equally

decisive to furnish the entire room with accessories in line with your image and nature.

With this purpose, both bars and restaurants can make personalised espresso cups, which are

ideal for serving a good espresso at breakfast, during the co�ee break or after lunch. On the

other hand, pubs will �nd the number one kitchen accessories if they make personalised

coasters. Branded bottle openers and custom menu holders too are excellent for any catering

activity. All these corporate gifts will create a unique and characteristic environment -

together, of course, with our personalised kitchen aprons with pockets. Which is very

important, since customers often choose the bar or restaurant based on the location! 

In conclusion, choosing custom aprons with logo as promotional products for your restaurant

or bar is a winning idea from various points of view. They are essential accessories in the

kitchen and in the dining room, which convey the highest care to the customer and the sta�.

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/mugs
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/coffee-cups
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/wine-bar-accessories/coasters
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/wine-bar-accessories/coasters
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/bottle-openers
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/catering-accessories


Personalised kitchen aprons

with pockets will make your

bartenders feel comfortable

and professional.

Embroidered personalised

aprons will on the other hand

make your sta� clearly

recognisable in the eyes of

customers. Personalised

aprons with logo can then

create cohesion within any

work team, but they are also

perfect as corporate gifts for

stores and brands active in

the catering sector. However,

any business can distribute

them to its customers,

because our personalised aprons have unparalleled utility and look outstanding. They will

make anyone who wears them feel special, whether they are in a restaurant or at home.


